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The Chinese-American Press
H. M. LAI

THE PIONEERS
Most students of the subject date the beginning of the modern Chinese press
from the introduction of the concepts of Western jounalism first implemented
by the publication of Reverend William Milne's Chinese Monthly Magazine in
Malacca on August 5, 1815.1 This magazine and most of its immediate successors, many published by missionaries, were not commercial ventures, copies
being distributed gratis; they contained basically expository and evangelistic
essays along with a few news items. However, their targets were people in all
walks of life, and thus, these publications were in conformance with the precepts
of modern journalism. The same progenitor also gave birth to the ChineseAmerican press, which evolved parallel to the Chinese-language press in China
and Hong Kong and was closely related to and influenced by the latter. Existence
within a small ethnic enclave in a dominant Western society, however, led to
development of a number of characteristics which in themselves set it apart.
Three decades after Milne's pioneer journalistic effort, the Gold Rush in
California attracted thousands of argonauts from areas all over the globe, including China. The Chinese population in the Golden State increased rapidly
from about 800 in ia+9 to 25,000 in 1852, and a Chinese community was
established in San Francisco, the principal port of entry. The open Western
society with flourishing technology and commerce in which the new community
found itself provided a favorable environment for the birth of Chinese-American
journalism.
San Francisco had expanded from a village to become the largest city in
California within a few years during the 1850s. As different groups settled among
the growing population, a number of diverse institutions sprang up to fill their
needs, including places of worship, clubs and associations, hospitals, newspapers, and so on. These conditions undoubtedly contributed to the motivation to
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launch the first Chinese-language weekry newspaper, The Golden
<rn

April 22,

Hills'

News,

1854.2

Howard, the publisher of the journal, noted in one of the initial issues:
we, . . . believing that civil and political knowledge is of infinite importance to the
Chinese, both in their individual, social and relative state, have established The Golden
Hills' News for that special mission. The influence of chapel and press is intended to
relieve the pressure ofreligious ignorance, settle and explain our laws, assist the
Chinese
to provide [for] their wants and soften, dignify and improve their general character.3

The text of rhe Golden Hills' News was handwritten by chinese brush and
ran in vertical columns from right to left. In order to facilitate reading, each
page was divided into three rows, apparently an adaptation from the practice
of
using columns in western newspapers. printing was by lithography on a sheet
(approximately 48 cm. by 32 cm.) folded along the width to form iour
tabloidsize pages. This became the accepted format and production method for chineseAmerican newspapers until the turn of the century.
This pioneer journal ceased publication soon afterward when presbyterian
missionary Reverend william Speer announced another journalistic enterprise,
The oriental orTung-Ngai san-Luk, a weekly which began publishing on January
4, 1855. Aiming to be "an instructive and interesting uehi"l" of religious ani
general knowledge, of late news, or whatever may tend to draw the chinese
into the tide of our nation's advancement,"o The oriental was also the first of
several nineteenth-century newspapers to include an English section aimed at
increasing the non-Chinese reading public's understanding of china and the
chinese in America. (others were the bilingual Chinese Record, also known as
The Chinese Recorder, founded by professor Augustus Layres in lg76 during
the height of the anti-chinese movement;s the oriental and occidental presi,
started by Tong King chong in 1900 when the Boxers were attacking westerners
in china;6 andrhe chinese Defender, pubrished by the chinese t-eag"ue of Justice
in America in 1910 to fight racial discrimination against the chineseln America.T
The latter two were in English only.) Reverend speer was responsible for the
English section of The oriental, while the chinese editor was Lee Kan, a graduate
of the Morrison school of Hong Kong.8 The paper published until the end of
1856, when operations were suspended due to speer's deteriorating health.
on the eve of the demise of rhe oriental,Ze'roo yune establishedChinese
Daily News in sacramento, one of the stepping-off places for the gold mines
which had a considerable chinese population. Apparently the firsi chinesemanaged newspaper in the United States, it started in December lg56 as a daily.
It later became a triweekly and then was issued irregularly, finally suspending
publication in 1858.'
scholars have cited Hong Kong's chung Ngoi sanpo, published in lg5g, as
the earliest chinese daily newspaper;to however, chinese Daily News preceded
it by more than a year. It should not be surprising that the fiist chinese daily
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was founded in the united states, for this was the first country in the
west where
the chinese settled in great numbers and where they had excellent opportunities
to observe and learn from the Western press.

During this initial period of chinese-American journalism, the chinese population in the united States was small. illiteracy was high and the readership
minuscule, and journals had to rely on financial subsidies and the publisher
s
zeal. These adverse factors limited the duration of pioneer ventures, but such
enterprises did familiarize the chinese in America with the concept of the press
and laid the groundwork for its further development.
By the end of the 1860s, with the completion of the transcontinental railroad
spurring california's development, there began a great surge in chinese
immi-

gration to the pacific coast to fill the need for labor to exploit the natural
resources
of the west. The chinese population in san Francir"o gt"* to more than
20,000
in the 1870s, and the city became firmly established as the center for economic,
political, and cultural activities for the chinese in America. At that time there
were about sixty English- and foreign-language journals in san Francisco,
a
factor which probably played a role in rekindling interest in chinese-American

journalistic endeavors.

on July 14, 1874, Bocardus and Gordon published the first issue of san
Francisco china News to begin another phase in the development of the chineseAmerican press. Like its predecessors, this publication was tabloid size and
lithographed. Besides news item on America and china, the weekly included
poems' stories, and essays that catered to more traditional Chinese
tastes. It also

abandoned the earlier format of dividing the page into horizontal rows.
Now
each column of characters ran from the top to the bottom of the page,
thus
making the text somewhat more difficult to follow.
A year later, on september rr, r87s, chock wong and Hoffman began another
weekly, The oriental, also known asThe oriental chinese Newrpoprl,pubrished
by wah Kee.tt This newspaper, which went through several
in ownership, became one of the longest-lived chinese journalistic "tu.rg", during
"nt"rp-rir",
the nineteenth century and published for almost three decades,
until around'
l9o3.t2 other San Francisco weeklies were also started within the next few
years,
including san F rancisc o c hine s e N ew spap e r or Ton g F an san B o( I g76- g'g0), r;
I
The weekly occidental (founded l88l; title changed to The Daily
occidental in
and the bilingual American and chinese Commerciai News (lgg31?00)'::
published by Sui Kee. The year lgg4 also saw the first attempt in
San
1901),'s
Francisco to launch a chinese daily newspaper, The san Francisco chinese
Evening Daily News-tu However, it soon ceased publication as the
time was
apparently not yet ripe to support such an undertaking successfully.
From the 1850s to the 1880s, San Francisco was the center of chineseAmerican journalism. But by the l8g0s other clusters of chinese-American
population had developed to the point where similar enterprises could
be intitiated. In Hawaii, where the chinese population had reached more than 10,000,
The Hawaiian chinese News, a weekly published by Lung Kee, launched
its
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premiere issue in Honolulu on March 16, 1883.17. It continued to publish until
the end of the first decade of the twentieth century.
Large numbers of Chinese had also been migrating eastward from the Pacific
coast since the 1870s and had established communities in big cities in the Midwest
and on the eastern seaboard. In 1883 Wong Ching Foo (also spelled Wong Chin
Foo) established the weekly Chinese American in New York, the eastern city
with the largest Chinese population.ls Joumalistic endeavors in other cities followed, for example, The Chinese Monthly News in Boston (founded 1891)'
published by Suey Hoeng and managed by F. Y. Moy.'n Two Chicago newspapers, also founded by Wong Ching Foo, were the semimonthly Chinese American (founded 1893)'zo and the weekly Chinese News (founded 1896). 'zl However,
all these journals were short-lived due to the small Chinese population in the
East and Midwest, which offered a very limited market. [t was not until the first
part of the twentieth century that Chinese-American newspapers were able to
establish permanent footholds east of the Mississippi River.
During this stage of development in the nineteenth century, the ChineseAmerican press, unlike the Chinese press in Hong Kong or China, did not have
to deal with restrictions imposed by either a colonial regime or an authoritarian
imperial government. On the other hand, the small Chinese population in America-approximately 140,000 in the 1880s-meant low circulations. For example,
in 1890 Rowell's American Newspaper Directory estimated the circulation of
American and Chinese Commercial News to be about 1,500 and that of The
Oriental to be around 750. Low circulation necessarily kept operations on a
modest scale. Staffing had to be limited in order to minimize costs. This precluded
spending much time on investigative reporting. News articles were most often
translations from the English-language press, items submitted by interested outside .parties, or reprints and rewrites of articles from Hong Kong or Chinese
newspapers. The low budgets and slim profits did not allow accumulation of

capital for expansion.
The implementation of the Chinese Exclusion Acts beginning in 1882 drastically restricted Chinese immigration and curbed the growth of the Chinese
population. Thus, although the Chinese-American press began at approximately
the same time as its counterparts in China and Hong Kong, when the latter began
to accelerate their development during the last two decades of the nineteenth
century, Chinese-American press enterprises lagged behind in size and scope.

CHINA POLITICS AND PARTY ORGANS
The late nineteenth century and early twentieth century were troubled times
for the Chinese in the United States and at home. Consequently, a rise in political
awareness occurred that was reflected in increased activity by the press in China
and abroad, which also stimulated improvements in journalism standards and
production technology.
In the United States, a number of dailies arose. They standardized on use of

in modem U'S '
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was lasame time, lead type came into use.t' Although typesetting
resulting
character,
single
a
only
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iepresentation
is
a
type
borious, since each
_the

et tf'

uniform in
copy packed more text onto a page' was much more legible and
upp"*-"", and allowed more copies to be printed at a faster rate than by
inlithography. However, this technological advance demanded greater capital
no
was
n"rt i"nt. As long as the circulation of newspapers remained low, there
interest in
incentive for such additional expenditure. Howevero the increased
in
politics during the early twentieth century assured more support and revenue'
imierm of investors, advertisers, and subscribers, which made technological
apolitical
provements possible. with the rise of the new journals, the older
n"*.pup"rr, *hich had operated on shoestring budgets and small staffs, found
by
tfrat ifrey were left behind in the competition for readers' Some adjusted
twentieth
changin! to daily publication, but by the end of the first decade of the
aghad Lither ceased operation or had been absorbed by the more

""nti.y-utt
gressive newcomers.
In 1898 Presbyterian minister Ng Poon chew established a tabloid weekly,
led in
wq Mi san po, in Los Angeles.23 Soon he moved to San Francisco and
first
of
its
publication
the establishment of the daily Chung Sai Yqt Po.zo T\e
issue on chinese New Year in 1900 ushered in a new era in chinese-American
journalism. Influenced by American republicanism and western middle-class
ideology, the new daily favored reform in China and in the Chinese-American

The paper enjoyed wide curculation among'chinese in the western
its decline in the 1930s and demise at the"end

"o--unity.
united States and Mexico until
of

1950.

chung sai Yat Po soon received competition from a number of newspapers
at the
establisiled by Chinese political organizations that had arisen in America
for
program
political
its
turn of the century. These groups, each advocating

in
China's salvation, soon turned the overseas Chinese communities into arenas
Chinesedominated
which they contended. The newspapers they established
and
Americanlournalism up to the end of World War II. Nationalistic feelings
China politics became the prevailing themes'

TheReformPartyestablishedthefirstpoliticalpartynewspapernetwork.In

where
1899 Kang Youwei fled China and arrived in victoria, British columbia,
Consti(later
Chinese
the
he founded the Chinese Empire Reform Association
to
tutionalist Party) to further his program to pressure the imperial government
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rclbrm.25 Recognizing from the outset the importance of influencing public opinion, the Reformers placed emphasis on establishing party news organs in key
overseas Chinese communities. In 1899 San Francisco party adherents gained
control of Mon Hing 8o,26 a weekly which had been publishing since 1892-27
The Mon Hing Bo changed its English name to The Chinese World in 1898 and
went to daily publication around 1901. In 1908 its Chinese name became Sai
Gai Yqt Po, but the English name The Chinese World remained unchanged.28
This paper remained a major voice in the San Francisco Chinese community for
more than half a century until it ceased publication in 1969. Reform Party
adherents also established the triweekly Sun Chung Kwock Bo or New China
Press (1900-1978)2e in Honolulu, and the semiweekly Chinese Reform News

(1904-1937?;30 in New York City.
An even older political group was the Chee Kung Tong, or Triads, a secret
society originally founded in Southeast China to overthrow the ruling Manchus
and restore Han-Chinese rule in China. This loosely knit, far-flung group had
numerous adherents among the overseas Chinese. Spuned by the Reform Party's
political activism, Chee Kung Tong members established the Tai Tung Yat Po
(Chinese free press) in San Francisco under the leadership of Tong King Chong
(1903-1927);" a successor organ, Kung Lun Po [Morning sun], was published
from 1929-1933." The paper soon aligned itself with the revolutionary movement led by Sun Yat-sen. The Triads also established the Kai Chee Sun Po

(1909-1912" the name was changed t o Hon Mun Bo , l9l2-1929)3a in Honolulu.
After the establishment of the Republic of China, The Chinese Republic News
(1913?-1948) was established in New York City.35
A third political group, the Revolutionary Party, was first organized in 1895.
Its objective was the overthrow of the reigning dynasty in China. It acquired its
first organ in Honolulu when The Hawaiian Chinese News became supportive
of its cause in 1903.36 Later, supporters founded another Honolulu paper, the
triweekly Chee Yow Sun Bo (Liberty news; 1908-1946?), which eventually
became a daily.3t In the continental United States, the first revolutionary organ,
The Youth, was established as a weekly in San Francisco in 1909.38 It changed
to the daily Young China after Revolutionary Party leader Sun Yat-sen visited
the city the following yearte and it has continued to publish up to the present.
During the era of civil war in China, successors to the Revolutionary Party,
the Kuomintang (Chinese Nationalist Party), established Mun Hey Weekly ( l9l51958; it became a daily in 1927)& in New York to facilitate political activities
in the Chinese civil war on behalf of the Kuomintang Guangzhou (Canton)
regime, which was in opposition to the Beijing (Peking) government. ln 1927,
after the Kuomintang established hegemony over all of China, party organs of
other groups ceased functioning one by one. By 1940 only The Chinese World
of San Francisco and New China Press of Honolulu remained. Even then, their
survival depended on financial subsidies from party loyalists.
In the midst of the Kuomintang drive for control of China a split occurred in
thc party in 1921 when Chiang Kai-shek established a government in Nanjing
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(Nanfing) and Wang Jingwei led a rival regime in Hankou (Hankow)' Contending
principal rivals
iactions-existed in the chin"r" American community. The two
,.right," which supported the dominant conservative faction in the
were the
Jingwei faction
Nanjing regiire, and the "lift," which supported the Wang
control
Jf -or" liberal elements of the party. Each faction attempted to
Kuomintang
"onrirtlng
part/organs and, failing that, to establish rival ones. Rival
the
faction
n"*rpup"r, Lose in San Francisco, Honolulu, and New York' The right
after
until
iounded an organ in Chicago.ol These organs continued to exist
also

World War II.
press
During the first decades of the twentieth century the chinese-American
U.S.
auof
attention
was poliically slanted; however, it seldom attracted the
newspapers
the
thoriiies since the Chinese were a small ethnic community and
how to read' Free
were printed in a language that few other Americans knew
able to express
press
was
the Chinese-American
from ihe threat of
""nrorihip,
or Hong
motherland
i gr"un, diversity of viewpoints than its counterparts in the
and
awareness
political
King. It thus piayed an important role in_instilling
For
States.
United
fostJring nationalistic feelings among the chinese of the
Chung
Sun
organ'
exampti during the early 1900s the Honolulu Reform Party
discrimKwoik,urged action against the United States in retaliation for its harsh
against
boycott
1905
inatory treiment of Ciinese immigrants. This led to the
Chinese-American
the
American goods in China. During itt" tgZOt and 1930s
Chinese
pr"*, *u, itso in the forefront, denouncing Japanese encroachments on
and adaggression'
sovereignty, rallying popular support for resistance against
in
banned
been
have
would
vocatin! boycotis of Jaianese g*Ot' Such views
China during this Period.

to Taiwan,
After Woild War II and the Nationalist government's later retreat
by one'
one
closed
they
and
the circulation of the party newspapers declined,

Bylg80KuomintangorgansonlyzurvivedinSanFranciscoandHonolulu.As
under Dai Ming
for their nvals, The Chiiese Woild enjoyed a brief renaissance

the regime on
Lee during the 1950s as the chief critic in the community against
eventually
reverses
financial
Taiwan und thut on the Chinese mainland. However,
in
Honolulu,
publication
sister
its
this paper to shut down in 1969. By 1978
forced
New

Press, had also ceased publication'42
Marxists were allied
the opposite end of the political spectrum, the chinese

Chini

on

withtheKuomintangduringthefirstquarterofthetwentiethcentury,anda
the communists were
separate left-wing press did not exist' However, after
led chinese
circumstances
changed
the
purged from the kuomintang in 1g27 ,

of the U.S. Commu-nist Party to establish the weekly ChineseVanguard
to New York
in San Francisco. The paper soon moved to Philadelphia and then

."irU"r,

City,whereitpublisheduntiltheeveofWorldWarll.EditedbyY.Y.Hsu'
theweeklyropport"dthemilitantwingoftheU'S'labormovementandthe

established its first daily
Chinese communist revolution.a3 In 1940 the left finally
City'*
York
China Daily News of New
'China
'paper,
Daily News built up a following during the 1940s, but during the anti-
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of the 1950s and

it

was hounded by the federal
government, as were other liberal and left institutions. In 1955 Eugene Moy,
the publisher, was convicted for violation of the Trading with the Enemy Act
during the Korean War.ot During this era, many fearful readers cancelled their
subscriptions, and the paper was forced to semiweekly publication in 1963. It
did not resume operation as a daily until January 1977 , after relations between
the People's Republic of China (PRC) and the United States had improved, and
readership for the newspaper again increased in the Chinese-American
1960s

community.

Earlier, in 1949, Henri Tsoi had established The China Weekly in San Francisco, also to voice support for the newly established People's Republic.a6 It
became a casualty of the Korean War in 1950 after Chinese troops entered the
conflict and The Chinese Pacific Weekly, which had handled the paper's typesetting and printing, declined to continue its services. It was not until almost
two decades later, when John S. C. Ong and Maurice Chuck led the move to
establish the weekly Chinese Voice in 1969,47 that San Francisco once again had
such a voice. The Voice changed to daily publication in October 1971, but
financial problems and an internal split led to suspension of operations in 1972.
Before that occurred, Chuck left to start a weekly, The San Francisco Journal,
in 1912.48 The paper became a daily in 1983.
In the last few decades changes in the international situation as well as the
opening of greater opportunities for Chinese Americans in this country have
caused the decline of China politics as the dominant factor in the news. The
circulation of party line newspapers has also declined, with their survival often
depending on subsidies from supporters. However, although community issues
and U.S. national politics are receiving increasing emphasis, China politics still
influences newspaper editorial policies, with the focus primarily on the issue of
the People's Republic of China versus Taiwan.

NON-PARTY AFFILIATED NEWSPAPERS
Even when China politics dominated, local politics and community issues
demanded their share of attention. In addition to the party organs, there arose
newspapers which were not officially affiliated with any political group. Although
this did not necessarily preclude identification with a particular political viewpoint, many had a pronounced community perspective in their reporting. One
of the earliest in this category was the aforementioned Chung Sai Yat Po which
for the first two decades of its existence was the most influential independent

daily.

ln 1924, at a time when native-born Chinese Americans were increasing in
number, members of the Chinese American Citizens Alliance, an organization
of U.S. citizens, founded Chinese Times.ae For many years under the management of Walter U. Lum, this San Francisco paper claimed to speak for American
citizens of Chinese extraction. A few years later, The Chinese Journal of Com-
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merce (1928-1944)50 was founded in New York City. This paper attacked comrpt
practices in the Chinese Benevolent Association and also supported New York's

Chinese laundrymen in their fight against the city's discriminatory legislation
during the 1930s.51 Under Thomas P. Chan and Y. K. Chu it was a liberal voice
'n
the community until World War II, when it was sold and became a Kuomintang
party organ, The Chinese Journal.st
The emergence of a relatively affluent Chinese-American middle class during
the war, plus the influx of capital and the immigration of a number of intellectuals
as a result of the post-World War II civil war in China, stimulated further
development of the Chinese-American press. During this period several magazines were established, mostly in New York. Most of these publications were
targeted at readers who sought only light and entertaining reading matter. One
exception was Chinese-American Weekly (1942-1970), founded by Wu Chin
Foo, who during the war had been ousted from the editorship of New York's
Mun Hey Daity as a result of a Kuomintang intraparty struggle'53 Featuring a

pictorial section, current events, and articles by Chinese-American writers,
Chinese-American Weekly became the longest-lived and the most successful
Chinese-American news magazine. It was distributed nationally for almost three
decades.

number of daily newspapers were also established, including Wu Chin
Foo's widely read United Journal (founded 1952).sa New York City became the

A

leader among all Chinese-American communities in the number of such publications, having eleven dailies, six of them locally owned, in the early 1980s.
San Francisco, long the leader in Chinese-American journalism, had eight dailies
in the 1980s, but only two were Chinese-American owned. The majority of
these newspapers supported the Taiwan regime.
San Francisco became the center for weekly newspapers, beginning with the
founding of The Chinese Pacific weekly in 1946.55 with Gilbert woo as editor,
this tabloid-size paper was noted for its liberal views and its reporting on court
trials and immigration, issues of concem to many Chinese Americans. Its success
inspired the rise of a number of other weeklies in the city, with eight published
at one point during the 1970s. Thesejournals generally emphasized local news.
A notable example was Frank Y. S. Wong's Truth Weekly (founded 1967),
which specialized in sensational news items and was the precursor of several
weeklies of similar bent.
The need to inform the English-reading Chinese-American population grew
steadily with that segment of the population. By 1920 native-born Chinese had
become a majority in Hawaii, and a bilingual weekly, The Hawaii Chinese News,
tu
The paper
was establishedin 1926 with Ruddy F. Tong as editor and manager.
continued until the early 1930s. In the continental United States the first allEnglish Chinese-American newspaper, Chinese Digest, was founded in San
Francisco in 1935.57 This weekly journal, edited by Thomas W' Chinn, reported
events of interest to the Americanized population. However, this small and still
young group provided a limited market, and Chinese Digest's circulation never
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exceeded 400, although the circle of readers was much greater.58 It
ceased
publication in 1940. In spite of the risks, however, English-language
newspapers
continued to be started over the years, for example, san prancisco,s
catifornia
chinese Press (1940-1952) with charles L. Leong and william Hoy as editors;
Honolulu's Hawqii-chinese Journar (1937-lgs7) with william Lee as editor;r6
and New York's chinese-American Times (1955-lg7?\ edited by william y.

Chang.

various newspapers also tested the market with English supplements. In 1940
a weekly supplement was published in the Kuomintang orgii xuo Min yat po
for twenty-eight weeks before it was dropped.- In subs;quent years several

others were initiated, but most eventually suspended publication after
discovering
that the gain in circulation, in any, could not justify the expenditure.
only The
chinese world, which had financial backing from the chun
euon family in
Honolulu, was able to sustain publication of a daily two-page English section

for two

decades.6t

Another successful exception was the bilingual Eastlwest weekly of San Francisco, whose founding in l96i was inspired by the social ferment and rising
ethnic awareness of the time. published by Gordon Lew, the paper aimed
to
bridge the gap between the chinese and American cultures in ihe Chinese_
American community. The emphasis of Eastrwe.r/ was on its English section,
which was widely read for its coverage of Asian Americrin .o*-oiity problems
and issues. This was one of the first chinese-American newspapers
to adopt offset
printing technology. Its chinese section also set a precedentby using
the chinese
typewriter to set copy, thus effecting savings on capital and operatinfcosts.
These
innovations were soon emulated, first by the weeklies, *d th"n b"y the
dailies.

The principal competitor of Eastrwest is the English-language Asian
week,

founded by John Fang in 1979.
The same social factors also stimulated the birth of the Asian American
movement in another segment of the community during the late 1960s and led
to the
launching of a number of movement publications. The best known in
this category
was the bilingual monthly newspaper Getting Together, started in
New york in
1970 by I wor Kuen, a militant Asian American organization. The paper
moved
its base of operations to san Francisco in l97l and later became a tiweekty.
tn
1978 it was reorganized as a monthly magazine, unity, andbecame
the organ
of the League of Revolutionary Struggle (Marxisrleninist). Anotherpublication,

Bridge Magazine, was a bimonthly founded in 1972 by the Basemeniworkshop,
a New York-based liberal chinese-American group. published
with the intention
of building a bridge "between chinese and Chinese and between chinese and
the larger society, " Bridge featured articles and reports on chinese
and chinese_
American society. However, by the fourth issue the magazine had adopted
an
Asian American perspective.
The increase in the chinese-American population spurred the establishment
of newspapers in chinese communities other than San Francisco and New york.
The Los Angeles area, in the 1980s home of the third largest chinese
community
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in the United States, rapidly became the third center of the Chinese-American
(founded 1951;
press. From a single weekly, the pro-Taiwan Kwong Tai Press
exnewspapers
of
number
reorganized as Niw Kwon[ Tai Press, 196l).62 the

the
pani'ea to three by the mid-1970s and thirteen by the early 1980s, including

Daily
hrst Chinese-American daily in Los Angeles, the short-lived Califurnia
1982.
in
TheTribune,
weekly,
News (founded 1981), whictrwas reorganized as a
of
critical
frequently
is
also
it
latter supports the Taiwan regime; however,
The

political repression on the island'
' Newspaiers also began to appear in cities with smaller Chinese populations.
Examples are
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the San Francisco-based Chinese World was the first to try a New York edition.65

However, unable to gain a permanent foothold, the venture failed in 1959. The
China Times, a pro-Taiwan daily, launched another such attempt in 1963 when
it began by publishing concurrent editions in Chicago, San Francisco, and New
York. However, it soon contracted its operations to the New York edition only.66
During the next decade several other New York-based journals also attempted
to tap the national market, but without significant success.
Hong Kong and Taiwan newspapers, with their greater capital, were the first
to achieve success in national distribution in the united States and canada. In
1967 the Sing Tao Jih Pao, a conservative Hong Kong daily, launched a North
American edition through the San Francisco export-import firm Chong Kee Jan.
News and feature articles were typeset in Hong Kong and flown to the United
States, where news items on the Chinese-American community were added to
complete the edition. sing Tao introduced to North American readers a higher
standard of reporting and better writing than that previously found in local
publications. It also used the smaller type common in Hong Kong newspapers
and thus included more text per page than Chinese-American newspapers. Its appearance coincided with a large increase in immigration to the United States, and
sing Tao found ready acceptance among the populace. Eventually editions were
published in New York as well as in vancouver and roronto in canada. Thus
another stage in the development of the Chinese-American press was initiated in
which foreign-owned newspapers began competing with the locally owned press.
Subsequently, other newspapers from Hong Kong, as well as two papers from
the People's Republic of china, have published American editions. In most cases
these foreign-owned newspapers merely reprint their home editions, although
sometimes local advertisements are added. However, Hong Kong's Centre Daily
News, which began publishing in New York and San Francisco in 1982, is
similar to the sing Tao Jih Pao in format but tends to be closer to the center in
its editorial slant on news on Taiwan and the People's Republic of China.
Major Taiwan newspaper publishers entered the American market during the

In

1976 Taipei's united Daily News began publishingworld Journal in
New York and San Francisco.uT The entry of this well-financed venture into the
1970s.

chinese-American market led to charges of unfair competition from locally
owned journals of conservative bent.68 world Journal's success also led to the
entry of another major Taiwan dally, China Times, which began with Sunday
Times Chinese Weekly in 1977 and then started publishing daily in 1983. Each
of these newspapers has connections with powerful central committee members
of the Kuomintang on Taiwan. Another newspaper financed by Taiwan export
capital is the International Daily News (founded l98l).6e
All three Taiwan-owned papers as well as Sing Tao Jih Pqo and Centre Daily
News we major operations with local staffs for news coverage in several North
American communities. In 1984 world Journal claimed the highest circulation
among Chinese*American newspapers.
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Not all journals from abroad were successful, however; for example, Hong
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Kong's Wah Kiu Yat Po failed to find a market for a North American edition
launched in New York in 1976. ln 1980 TaiwanTimes established the Far East
Times in San Francisco, only to close down in 1982.

CONCLUSION
Publishing a Chinese newspaper never was, nor is it now, a lucrative business.
Most organs spoke for the interests of specific political groups or factions. In
the 1980s the great majority of the newspapers lean to the right of center. Many
support the Taiwan regime, reflecting the hold which the Kuomintang still have
on important segments of the Chinese*American community. However, in recent

years, since the improvement in relations between the United States and the
People's Republic of China, a growing number of newspapers have tried to be
more even-handed in their reporting on Taiwan and on the PRC. Increasing
attention is also being given to Chinese-American issues.
Until recently the reporting style in most Chinese-American newspapers was
stereotyped, production methods were archaic, and because of the low circulation, capital was usually unavailable for expansion. A few years ago, with the
passing of the older immigrant generation and the declining use of Chinese by
the American-born generation, which was rapidly being acculturated into American society, Chinese-language newspapers seemed doomed to extinction. This
is illustrated by the example of Hawaii, where the once flourishing Chinese press
is moribund. The increased Chinese immigration to the U.S. mainland since the
mid*1960s, however, has given the Chinese-American press a new lease on
life. The newer newspapers have also brought in a higher, more professional
standard of journalism.
During the early 1980s, there were some fifteen dailies (each nationally distributed newspaper is considered to be a single entity regardless of the number
of local editions) which included local news items, and seven foreign journals

which were reprints of the home editions. There was also an ever changing
number of semiweeklies, weeklies, biweeklies, and monthlies, with more than
thirty-five at the last count. These phenomena reflect the fact that the ChineseAmerican community is very complex and consists of a number of diverse
components. As a result, it is doubtful whether any other ethnic community of
comparable size (about I million) in the United States has more varied fare for
its reading public.
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